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This is the professional end-user focused solution from Ericom, the leading provider of secure remote desktop. Ericom Blaze is a standalone remote connection optimization solution optimized for RDP access, optimized for Terminal Services (Terminal Server), VDI and is an ideal solution for remote desktop users, global deployments, cellular connections, remote
users, remote offices or other mission critical systems. Ericom Blaze extends the RDP feature set, including: • Media support for rich media, Flash animations, video, audio, animation, and Web applications • RDP level video support (Encrypted and Compressed streaming) • Highly optimized graphics optimizations • Max network throughput of up to 20 Mbps • Ultra

low CPU load • Automatic media streaming solution - and more, at no additional cost Ericom Blaze will also outperform other remote desktop connection solutions such as SD-LCP, Easy Transfer, CougarPoint or 3rd-party RDP accelerators (like RemoteFX). Features: * RDP client/server support * Windows Desktop Sharing (Terminal Server) * Remote control
applications for Teams for Connectivity and for Full-Screen * HTML5 video support * Media optimization (Flash, FLV, H.264, and other formats) * Highly optimized graphics optimizations * Max network throughput of up to 20 Mbps * Ultra low CPU load * Automatic media streaming solution - and more Ericom Blaze delivers the highest rated, easiest to use and
most powerful remote desktop connection optimization and management solution on the market today. Ericom Blaze is available in 2 and 8 cell per server models. *** Budget - dual core 1.86 GHz laptop CPU (Sandy Bridge) *** Budget - dual core 1.86 GHz laptop CPU (Ivy Bridge) *** Budget - dual core 1.86 GHz laptop CPU (Haswell) *** Budget - dual core 1.86

GHz laptop CPU (Skylake) *** Budget - dual core 1.86 GHz laptop CPU (Kaby Lake) Ericom Blaze includes regular updates, at no additional cost. For more information, or to download the latest version, visit the Ericom Blaze webpage at: #features# #operations# #solutions# Ericom Blaze Team: Ericom Blaze Support: Ericom Blaze
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2 years ago Ericom provides enterprise solutions that help improve productivity and lower IT costs, in industries including manufacturing, banking, healthcare, insurance, government and telecommunications, by optimizing the performance of remote desktops. The Ericom portfolio of application optimized products focuses on delivering an enriched RDP experience
for end-users, and improves the performance of remote desktops, while reducing cloud infrastructure costs. Ericom Blaze is a professional solution designed to speed up slow remote desktop (RDP) connections and the delivery of graphics-rich content, Flash and other media-rich applications. Ericom Blaze provides a performance-optimized, software-based solution
that accelerates and improves remote desktop connections, speeding up the delivery of rich media, such as video and graphics-intensive applications. Our system drastically improves the delivery speed of multimedia content, so users can access rich media applications such as popular applications such as flash, media and gaming applications. It uses a combination of
processing and compression techniques, which enables a remote desktop connection to be as fast as the local connection. In terminal services over the public Internet, the remote desktop connection can be more than 10 times faster than a comparable TCP/IP based connection. Providing a great remote desktop experience over RDP is no longer a "nice to have" - it's a
necessity. Organizations need a simple and cost-effective way to provide users with secure, super fast access to applications with rich media and graphics, which enhances end-user experiences, reduces complaints to IT and increases productivity. Ericom Blaze is a professional solution designed to speed up slow remote desktop (RDP) connections and the delivery of
graphics-rich content, Flash and other media-rich applications. This stand-alone solution speeds up graphics performance on remote desktops (in Terminal Services and VDI environments) by as much as 10 times - across low bandwidth / congested / high latency networks, including WAN, and remote or cellular connections. It also delivers a significantly better RDP
user experience for the allocated network bandwidth. Ericom Blaze Description: 1 year ago Ericom Blaze is designed to improve remote desktop (RDP) throughput, and reduce the latency of media and graphics-intensive applications. Ericom Blaze improves throughput for remote desktop connections (terminal services or desktop sessions), on low bandwidth, high-

latency and even WAN networks. It also improves the performance of media and graphics-rich applications. It is a single product solution that can 09e8f5149f
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Ericom Blaze provides organizations with a simple, cost-effective and easy to use solution to speed up the performance of remote desktops and deliver a better end user experience. With an integrated Amazon S3 gateway, Ericom Blaze leverages Amazon's cloud-computing and bandwidth solutions, and the uncompressed delivery of graphics content via cloud delivery.
Ericom Blaze offers industry leading transparent caching technology to improve performance, secure remote access to confidential data and applications, and, when combined with Ericom OnAccess, allows organizations to use their existing IT investments when using Blaze. Ericom Blaze 4.2.5.1 Description: This new version of Ericom Blaze provides new solutions
for remote desktop users Allow the User to Browse Web-Sites faster, and allow connections to be fully encrypted Improved performance when browsing the web – Caching data in the Amazon S3 Gateway before sending it to the Remote Desktop Support of independent Adobe Flash Caching Technologies. Improved RSA Key Contacts (RSA Key Storage in remote
applications) Extended support for Remote Application Caching, and optimized Adobe Flash caching technologies: Amazon S3. We're caching data in Amazon S3 before sending it to the users. With this new feature, the data transfer speed is significantly increased Amazon S3 pre-caching for specific file types Download speed increased. The data is cached on the
client computer and when you first click on the file, it gets transferred to the S3 gateway server for instant delivery to the end user. At the same time, the data transfer speed is improved Amazon S3 Flash pre-caching for specific Flash content Download speed increased. The data is cached on the client computer and when you first click on the Flash player, it gets
transferred to the S3 gateway server for instant delivery to the end user. At the same time, the data transfer speed is improved Flash Caching technology for content like: Full screen video/movies Cached files are delivered when users first click on the Flash application. When users click on a specific file, it transfers to the S3 gateway server, this time encrypted. At the
same time, the end user gets an immediate response, even though the file hasn't been fully downloaded to the S3 gateway yet Flash Caching technology for Adobe Flash plug-ins like Acrobat Reader 10 and Acrobat Pro DC 10 Cached files are delivered when users first click on the Flash plug-in. When users click on a specific file

What's New In?

Remote desktop connections are the single most important factor affecting the efficiency of office computing. Although there have been many improvements in recent years in the speed and performance of traditional remote desktop software, desktop performance on low bandwidth / poor quality networks (e.g. WAN, Remote Office) still remains an issue. Ericom
Blaze brings to the remote desktop user a highly optimized media delivery subsystem which detects and routes to the fastest available path for the user. Ericom Blaze works directly in the remote desktop software without any changes or extensions and, as such, is completely transparent to the end user. Experience It Now! - In over 20 months of beta testing, Ericom
Blaze has enhanced your remote desktop experience by up to 10 times! Less: Network Bump Fills: Network video and media are often delivered in short bursts, which increases the likelihood of network glitches and interruptions during presentation. If you are using a 3G connection to your remote desktop, your end-user experience is bound to be slower and less
responsive. Ericom Blaze brings to the network the ability to "slap" a lower bandwidth bandwidth connection on the desktop - delivering the same great user experience which would normally be delivered over a higher quality network. Experience It Now! Media Delivery Optimization: Ericom Blaze intelligently detects the available bandwidth and routes traffic over
the fastest paths possible. This optimizes the end-user experience by utilizing bandwidth on the most optimal route available. Smooth graphics performance: By reducing the amount of jitter in the video buffer of the remote desktop connection, your end-user experience will be significantly smoother - especially when watching video. RDP Clients Connected to Ericom
Blaze: Ericom Blaze is compatible with Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Office 2003 / 2007 / 2008 / RDP 5 / 6 / 7 and also with RemoteFX enabled terminal server and Citrix XenApp. Ericom Blaze uses RDP stream compression technology. In addition, it utilizes three independent compression technologies for graphics, data & video compression. RDP: Clip
compression uses RDP compression technology to reduce the number of bits required to encode a media session. Stream compression: Stream compression technology reduces the bandwidth requirements in the user's local network. Compression technology: The compression engine itself is not responsible for compression of the data it receives - it streams the media
from the source over the network to the client device. The compression engine does this using algorithms that are proprietary to Ericom Blaze and are
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System Requirements For Ericom Blaze:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8 Windows 10, 8.1, 8 RAM: 1 GB 1 GB HDD: 200 MB 200 MB Processor: AMD FX-6300 AMD FX-6300 DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Video Card: AMD Radeon R9 270X or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 Recommended: Windows 10, 8.1, 8 RAM: 2 GB 2 GB HDD: 200 MB 200
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